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INTRODUCTION

The objective of the U9/U10 Soccer Curriculum is to enhance the soccer
experience of young players and coaches within our club. Coaches should
use this curriculum as a GUIDE to help them develop their own practice
plans based off their teams level of ability.
The game is the best teacher and learning revolves around both playing
the game itself and being guided by a coach and teammates. The U9/U10
curriculum is based around the four main pillars of soccer;

TECHNICAL
Technical Dribbling Skills
-

Dribbling to beat a player 1v1 (Skill moves like scissors, step over,
body feint)

-

Dribbling to retain possession of the ball (Turns like the Cruyff turn,
outside, inside and stop turn)

-

Running with the ball (Bigger touches out of feet into space,
acceleration)

Technical Passing Skills
-

Inside of the foot pass (ankle locked, center of the ball contact,
follow through motion, weight of pass)

-

Outside of the foot pass (shape of foot to connect with the ball,
approach to angle to the ball, Center of the ball contact or side if
curve is needed, follow through motion)

-

Layoff Pass (advanced, cushion the ball into the direction your
teammate wants the ball, weight of pass)

Technical Receiving Skills (Ball Control)
-

Receiving the ball to keep possession (Control the ball away from
the defender, first touch in the direction you want to play, inside
foot touch or outside foot touch)

-

Receiving the ball to turn (body shape to receive the ball side on,
first touch into the space you want to play, awareness of defenders
and teammates)

-

Receiving the ball in the air (usually from a throw-in, cushion the
ball, get the ball down to the ground as quickly as possible, work on
ball juggling skills to help improve this)

TECHNICAL
Technical Finishing/Shooting Skills
-

Side Foot Finish/Shot (Accuracy and technique over power, strike
through the center of the ball, body over the ball, closer to the goal,
awareness of GK positioning in the goal, find the corners)

-

Laces Finish (Power over accuracy, strike through the center of the
ball, toe down, follow through with entire body, usually further from
goal)

Technical Defending Skills
-

1v1 Defending (Quick pressure on the ball, slow down before
arriving at the ball, side on body position, low center of gravity for
quick change of direction)

-

1v2 Defending (Passive pressure on the ball, try to block the ball
carriers passing lane, delay the attackers until your teammates can
recover)

-

2v2 Defending (First defender acts as if defending 1v1, second
defender acts as cover, drops back slightly, body position to see
both attackers, ready to pressure if the ball is passed to other
attacker)

TACTICAL
At the U9/U10 level players are beginning to understand the basic roles of
attacking and defending. Practice sessions should have players making
some simple 1v1, 2v1 and 2v2 decisions, both offensively and
defensively. The main component of the training session will be technical.
It is sensible at this age to develop technique and basic tactical
understanding. Children’s capacity to solve problems increases
significantly. Therefore players will begin working on basic and dynamic
tactical scenarios.
Tactical Principles (Attacking)
- Objectives - Maintain Ball Possession, build up play into the
opponents half, create scoring opportunities, score goals.
Core Principles (Attacking)
Penetration
- With a dribble, pass or shot
Support
- Support the player in possession (get open for a pass)
- Make forward runs to receive the ball
- Drop into space for a backwards or sideways pass
Width
- Use the width of the field to create more space and time on the ball.
This will help spread the defenders out creating more time and
space for the player in possession.
Depth/Mobility
- Use the length of the field to create depth for your team. Create
options for forward passes by positioning yourself between
defenders or in the spaces between the other teams lines. For
example between the forwards and midfield or between the midfield
and defenders
Improvisation
- Improvisation should be highly encouraged and must be coached.
There are areas of the field where improvisation should be
encouraged and discouraged. Benefits to the team can be extremely
high in the attacking 3rd of the field, but the risks can be equally as
profound when improvising in the defensive 3rd. At the U9/U10 age
players with struggle with decision making when it comes to the
areas of the field they should be improvising in.

TACTICAL
Tactical Principles (Defending)
- Objectives - Decrease playing space for opponent, Protect the teams
goal, avoid shooting opportunities, recover the ball
Core Principles (Defending)
Pressure
- This is the role of the first defender (defender closest to the ball).
Their main objective of this defender is the deny the penetration of
the attacker.
Cover
- Second defender role. Provide angled depth behind the first
defender
- Ready to pressure if the first defender is beat or if the ball moves
- Awareness of other attackers will help with the distance and angle
they need to be from their teammate
- Communication with first defender
Balance
- Third defender role
- Stay compact and track runners off the ball
- Deny space
- Ready to cover or pressure if the ball moves
Delay
- In situations where the defender is out numbered they may need to
delay the attackers in order to give their teammates time to recover
- Cut passing lanes
- Show attacker away from their support
Compactness
- Team must restrict space and make field smaller
- Team must hold their defensive shape
- Team communication is important

TACTICAL
In Game Formations and Systems of Play
Teams at U9/U10 will play 7v7 on a 40x60 yard field with the build out
line enforced.
Preferred System of 1-2-3-1 (GK, 2 DEF, 3 MID, 1 FWD)

The 1-2-3-1 formation allows triangles to be created all over the field in
order for the team to advance the ball into the opponents half. It also
allows for more players in the area of the field where most of the game
will be played (in midfield). Playing with two defenders also reinforces the
1st and 2nd defender principles and helps players to understand how they
work in game situations.

TACTICAL
In Game Formations and Systems of Play
Teams at U9/U10 will play 7v7 on a 40x60 yard field with the build out
line enforced.
Secondary System of 1-3-2-1 (GK, 3 DEF, 2 MID, 1 FWD)

The 1-3-2-1 formation allows for a little more defensive security and also
helps players get used to playing as wide defenders. This formation also
allows for triangles all over the field in order to create passing options.
Drawbacks to this formation are that if the RB and LB do not join the
attack it may be difficult to create chances with the 2 CM’s and 1 FWD.

TACTICAL
In Game Formations and Systems of Play
Teams at U9/U10 will play 7v7 on a 40x60 yard field with the build out
line enforced.
Tertiary System of 1-3-1-2 (GK, 3 DEF, 1 MID, 2 FWD)

The 1-3-1-2 formation again allows for a little more defensive security
and also helps players get used to playing as wide defenders. This
formation also allows for triangles all over the field in order to create
passing options. Drawbacks to this formation are lack of numbers in
Midfield. The Forwards will have to help defend in midfield in order to
regain possession. Again if RB and LB do not join the attack the team
may struggle to create chances with low numbers in attack.

PSYCHOSOCIAL
Aspects of Psychosocial
-

The U9/U10 player starts to become more competitive
Player attention span is longer but clarity and brevity of instruction
is still important.
Skill factor, or lack of it, becomes more obvious and peer pressure
can become an issue
Coaches should be as positive as possible at all times
The main focus of practice sessions should be “Fun Learning”.
Players should not be lectured or yelled at.

Psychosocial
- Motivation
- Self Confidence
- Cooperation
- Determination
- Competitiveness
- Concentration
- Commitment
- Self control
- Communication
- Respect and Discipline

PHYSICAL
Aspects of Physical
-

There will be a noticeable difference in the physical maturity of
players.
The emphasis is still focused on all physical conditioning being
received within the context of the practice session activities.
There is absolutely no need to have specific conditioning activities
set up.

Physical
- Explosive Strength
- Aerobic Capacity
- Reaction
- Speed
- Acceleration
- Maximal Speed
- Speed Endurance
- Flexibility and Mobility
- Coordination
- Balance
- Agility
- Basic Motor Skills
- Perception and Awareness

PRACTICE SESSIONS
Practice Session Planning
- Planning – a successful practice session will require good
organization and time management. Make sure that you have the
correct equipment laid out before the session starts. Keep all
players motivated and challenged by having sufficient, logical
progression. Simple to Complex. Have a clear theme to your session
and tell the players what it is.
- Explanation – have the complete attention of all players when you
are talking. Keep explanations as brief (90 seconds Max) and simple
as possible and ask guided questions to make sure that all players
have understood.
- Demonstration – keep demo slow, simple and technically correct.
Progress to game speed. Stress key points of technique being
demonstrated and encourage players to demonstrate.
- Play – playing should take up the lion’s share of your session. This is
an opportunity to analyze, intervene and correct when it is
necessary. Look for coachable moments (concentrate on the main
teaching point of your session), freeze play or coach in the flow of
the game. If needed correct what went wrong and have the players
practice the situation again. This need only be done 3 or 4 times
during a game.
- Set High Standards – Keep your expectations clear and simple
(punctuality, appropriate dress – shin guards, behavior, language,
sportsmanship, teamwork) and reinforce them. Be enthusiastic and
always create a positive learning environment for your players.

PRACTICE SESSIONS
Practice Session Planning
All Practice sessions should be planned before arriving at the field with a
topic, exercises and coaching points. Practice sessions should be split into
four exercises/games. Each exercise should have a start and end time
with an overall progression in the chosen topic. All sessions should end
with a scrimmage/game.
-

Warm up (20 mins)
A warm-up should be a fun and enjoyable start to your training,
which gets your players in the right frame of mind, mentally and
physically, for the session ahead. Your training should now have a
clear progression and the warm-up should lead into the theme for
the session.

-

Skill Building/Technical Work (20-25 mins)
The warm-up should be followed with coaching the basic techniques
of your session topic. This will involve individual or group activity
and players will get a lot of repetition to practice and improve on the
technical theme for the session.

-

Skill Building Games (20-25 mins)
These games are designed to be high energy, fun activities that
reinforce the basic techniques practiced above.

-

Small Sided Game (20-25 mins)
Teams can vary from 4v4, 5v5 or 6v6 depending on roster size. This
should be an unconditioned game with full soccer rules in place.
These games are perceived as real by the players and are used to
improve skills, develop skill concepts and introduce some basic
tactical awareness in a fun and challenging environment. Make sure
players experience different roles on the field and try to ensure a
measure of success for all players.

-

Session debrief (3-4 mins)
Coches should take a few minutes at the end of each session to
debrief with the players. Go over coaching points and ask guided
questions. Ask the players what they liked and didn't like about the
session.

12 WEEK PLANS
12 Week Practice Plans or Macrocycle Plans are used to make sure all
practice topics are covered with enough time for players to understand
and progress at each topic. Each practice should follow the plan and have
progressions so the topic/technique becomes more complex as the
players get better.
Coaches should NOT plan each practice based off player mistakes during
the weekends game.
Example of a Simple 12 Week Practice Plan

DRIBBLING
Dribbling Game Examples

PASSING
Passing Game Examples

RECEIVING
Receiving Game Examples

FINISHING/SHOOTING
Finishing/Shooting Game Examples

DEFENDING
Defending Game Examples

COACHING
All Coaches are responsible for the following
- planning each session and developing their own 12 week Plan.
-

Understanding the technical breakdown of each action or movement
and be able to communicate that to their players.

-

Understanding their own coaching points as they relate to the topic
they are coaching and find effect ways to communicate them to
their players.

-

Be Flexible in your sessions. If you plan for 12 players but only get
9 at your sessions you need to be able to adapt in order to
accommodate less players.

-

Coaches practice sessions should flow from one exercise/game to
the next with minimal down time. The last thing the players should
be doing is standing around waiting for a coach.

-

All Practice sessions should be set up before the practice start time.

If any coach has any questions regarding technical breakdown, coaching
points, session ideas etc.. please contact either the Technical Director or
Director of Coaching.

